I. Introduction
PCOS is a common complex condition in women associated with reproductive and metabolic features. It is a chronic disease with manifestations across the lifespan and represents a major health and economic burden. A common ovulation problem that affects about 5% to 10% of women in their reproductive years is polycystic ovary syndrome (PCOS). PCOS is a hormonal imbalance that can make the ovaries stop working normally. In most cases, the ovaries become enlarged and appear covered with tiny, fluid-filled cysts. Infertility is one of the most common PCOS symptoms. Because the symptoms of PCOS are seemingly unrelated to one another, the condition is often overlooked and undiagnosed. The determination of accurate degree or intensity of PCOS signs is difficult for the physician. Hence, there is a risk of having incomplete information to reach a conclusion through PCOS diagnosis. Therefore, the accuracy of diagnostic process is difficult to achieve. Since the PCOS symptoms are subjective in nature, it inherits uncertainty. Therefore, it can be seen that the determination of signs and symptoms in a quantitative way is difficult to achieve. Traditional system is used in PCOS diagnosis to detect the disease. But this system is not worked in uncertain. So, ultimately the accuracy in the disease detection process is hampered. As human life is directly involve with medical diagnosis process, disease diagnosis process accuracy is very important factor for saving human life.
There is no specific test to definitively diagnose polycystic ovary syndrome. The diagnosis is one of exclusion, which means doctor considers all signs and symptoms and then rules out other possible disorders. Uncertainty exists in almost every stage of a diagnosis process. Sources of uncertainties may include that patients can"t describe exactly what has happened to them or how they feel, doctors and nurses cannot tell exactly what they observe, and laboratories report results may be with some degrees of error. physiologists do not precisely understand how the human body works, medical researchers can"t precisely characterize how diseases alter the normal functioning of the body, pharmacologists do not fully understand the mechanisms accounting for the effectiveness of drugs, and no one can precisely determine one's prognosis.
Researchers and scientists have built and applied varies methods in this growing research fields. For uncertainty selection RIMER is treated as appropriate method to solve the certain problems [13] [14] . In [7] , ER deals with problems under various uncertainties such as incomplete information, vagueness, and ambiguity consisting of both quantitative and qualitative criteria. In particular utility theory the ER approach is developed based on decision theory [1] [11] , artificial intelligence in particular the theory of evidence [9] [10] . A belief structure is used to model a judgment with uncertainty. Some linguistic referential value such as excellent, average, good, and bad are used to evaluate qualitative attribute such as location or safety [20] [21] . In this way, the issue of uncertainty can be addressed more accurately and robustly during decision made. The belief rule based inference methodology-RIMER [15] has addressed such issue by proposing a belief structure which assigns degree of belief in the various referential values of the attributes.
Consequently, traditional diagnosis, carried out by a physician, is unable to deliver desired accuracy. Moreover, traditional PCOS diagnosis is time consuming and costly. Hence, this paper presents the design, development and application of an expert system that will diagnosis PCOS precisely in a short time with low cost.
In Section II briefly described the belief rule base inference methodology-RIMER. In Section III demonstrated the application of BRB to diagnosis PCOS. In the next Section results and achievements are represented. Finally, the paper is concluded in Section IV.
II. RIMER To Develop BRBES
In RIMER, Belief Rule Base (BRB) can capture complicated nonlinear causal relationships between antecedent attributes and consequents, which are not possible in traditional IF-THEN rules. BRB is used to model domain specific knowledge under uncertainty, and the ER approach is employed to facilitate inference. This section introduces BRB as a knowledge representation schema under uncertainty as well as inference procedures of RIMER.
A. Modeling domain knowledge using BRB
Belief Rules are the key constituents of a BRB, which include belief degree. This is the extended form of traditional IF-THEN rules. In a belief rule, each antecedent attribute takes referential values and each possible consequent is associated with belief degrees [15] . The knowledge representation parameters are rule weights, attribute weights and belief degrees in consequent attribute, which are not available in traditional IF-THEN rules. A belief rule can be defined in the following way. (2) is the k th rule is said to be complete. Otherwise, it is incomplete. T k is the total number of antecedent attributes used in k th rule L is the number of all belief rules in the rule base. N is the number of all possible consequent in the rule base. For example a belief rule to assess Metabolic syndrome (A9) for PCOS can be written in the following way.
(masculinizing hormons ) consequent, stating that the degree of belief associated with High is 100%, 0% with medium and 0% with low. In this belief rule, the total degree of belief is (1.0+0.0+0.0) =1, hence that the assessment is complete.
B. BRB Inference using ER
The ER approach [7] [18] developed to handle multiple attribute decision analysis (MADA) problem having both qualitative and quantitative attributes. Different from traditional MADA approaches, ER presents MADA problem by using a decision matrix, or a belief expression matrix, in which each attribute of an alternative described by a distribution assessment using a belief structure. The inference procedures in BRB inference system consists of various components such as input transformation, rule activation weight calculation, rule update mechanism, followed by the aggregation of the rules of a BRB by using ER [15] [16] [18] . The input transformation of a value of an antecedent attribute consists of distributing the value into belief degrees of different referential values of that antecedent. This is equivalent to transforming an input into a distribution on referential values of an antecedent attribute by using their corresponding belief degrees [14] . The i th value of an antecedent attribute at instant point in time can equivalently be transformed into a ) , and is the number of the referential values.
For example, the input 0.92 for masculinizing hormones is equivalently transformed to{(High,0.87), (Medium,0.11), (Low, 0.02)}.The input value of an antecedent attribute is collected from the expert in terms of linguistic values such as "High", "Medium" , and "Low" .This linguistic value is then assigned degree of belief i by taking account of expert judgment. This assigned degree of belief is then distributed in terms of belief degree 
, ≤ ≤ +1, (5) Here, the degree of belief , is associated with the evaluation grade Low while +1, is associated with the upper level evaluation grade i.e. High. When the k th rule is activated, the weight of activation of the k th rule, is calculated by using the flowing formula define in Eq. (6) [17] [18].
Here, = =1,….., ( ) Where is the relative weight of used in the k th rule, which is calculated by dividing weight of with maximum weight of all the antecedent attributes of the k th rule. By doing so, the value of becomes normalize, meaning that the range of its value should be between 0 and 1.
is the combined matching degree, which is calculated by using multiplicative aggregation function.
When the k th rule as given in Eq. (1) is activated, the incompleteness of the consequent of a rule can also result from its antecedents due to lack of data. An incomplete input for an attribute will lead to an incomplete output in each of the rules in which the attribute is used. The original belief degree in the i th consequent of the k th rule is updated based on the actual input information as define in Eq. (7) 
Where,
Here is the original belief degree and is the updated belief degree.
Due to the incomplete input for "masculinizing hormons" , the belief degree of the connected rules needs to be modified to show the incompleteness by using Eq. (7). < 1 for all rules that are associated with "masculinizing hormons" . Using the sub rule base, the assessment result for "masculinizing hormons " is obtained using BRBES system :{(High, 0.66), (Medium ,0.23), (Low, 0.02), (Unknown, 0.09)} where Unknown in the above result means that the output is also incomplete input. ER approach is used to aggregate all the packet antecedents of the L rules to obtain the degree of belief of each referential values of the consequent attribute by taking account of given input values of antecedent attributes. This aggregation can be carried out either using recursive or analytical approach. In this research analytical approach [19] has been considered since it is computationally efficient than recursive approach [14] 
The final combined result or output generated by ER is represented by
Here is the final belief degree attached to the j th referential value of the consequent attribute, obtained after combining all activated rules in the BRB by using ER.
C. Output of the BRB System
The output of the BRB system is not crisp/numerical value. Hence, this output can be converted into crisp/numerical value by assigning utility score to each referential value of the consequent attribute [17] . * = =1 (10) Where, * is the expected score expressed as numerical value and is the utility score of each referential value. For example, in this paper the overall assessment result is {(H, 0.55), (M, 0.25), (L, 0.20)} for PCOS disease, then the expected utility score is 0.675 or 68% which represents Medium risk disease. In this paper the RIMER methodology to address various type of uncertainty such as incompleteness, ignorance and impreciseness by using Eq. (7) and Eq. (11) .The incompleteness as mentioned occurs due to ignorance, meaning that belief degree has not been assigned to any specific evaluation grade and this can be represented using the equation as given below.
is the belief degree unassigned to any specific grade. If the value of is zero then it can argued that there is an absence of ignorance or incompleteness. If the value of is greater than zero then it can be inferred that there exists ignorance or incompleteness in the assessment.
III. BRBES Architecture
Architectural design represents the structure of data and program components that are required to build a computer-based system. It is also considers the pattern of the system organization, known as architectural style. BRBES adopts the three-layer architecture, which consisting of presentation, application and data processing layer is as shown in Fig. 1 . Value is evaluated by Eq. (4), (5) on behalf of expert. The input clarifications of this BRB system transformed to referential is shown in Table I . 
A. System Components

B. Knowledge Base Constructed using BRB
In present paper, we worked on polycystic ovary syndrome (PCOS). In order to construct BRB knowledge base of this system we designed a BRB framework to PCOS diagnosis according to clinical domain expert (doctor).The BRB framework of PCOS diagnosis as illustrated in Figure 2 , From the framework, it can be observed that input factors that determine this disease level. The BRB knowledge base has different traditional rule to assessment, which need to convert brief rules.
In such situations, belief rules may provide an alternative solution to accommodate different types and degrees of uncertainty in representing domain knowledge. A BRB can be established in the following four ways [15] -(1) Extracting belief rules from expert knowledge (2) Extracting belief rules by examining historical data, (3) Using the previous rule bases if available, and (4) Random rules without any pre-knowledge.
In this paper, we constructed initial BRB by the domain expert knowledge. There will be four sub-rule bases, which can be named as follows: 1) A8 sub-rule-base 2) A9 sub-rule-base 3) A10 sub -rule-base 4) A11 sub -rule-base The Calculation of the initial rule-base for various sub-rule-bases Initial rule-base for A8 which will be consisting of 3 rules Initial rule-base for A9 which will be consisting of 81 rules Initial rule-base for A10 which will be consisting of 9 rules Initial rule-base for A11 which will be consisting of 27 rules
The entire BRB consists of (3+81+9+27) =120 belief rules. It is assumed that all belief rules have equal rule weight; all antecedent equal weight, and the initial belief degree assigned to each possible consequent by two expert from accumulated the data. To better handle uncertainties, each belief rule considered the three referential values are High (H), Medium (M) and Low (L) 
C. Inference Engine using ER
This BRBES designed using the ER approach [15] [18] [20] [21] which is described in section II (B). It is similar to traditional forward chaining. The inference with a BRB using the ER approach also involves assigning values to attributes, evaluating conditions and checking to see if all of the conditions in a rule are satisfied. The BRB inference process using the ER approach described by the following steps are input transformation, calculation of the activation weight, calculating combined belief degrees to all consequents, belief degree update and aggregate multiple activated belief rules. The inputs of data are of two types, objective and subjective. Input transformation of this system and input clarification are deduced in previous section and Table I by using Eq. (4) and Eq. (5). After the value assignment for antecedent, calculating the combined matching degrees between the inputs and the rule"s antecedents, the next step is to calculate activation weight for each packet antecedent in the rule base using Eq. (6). The belief degrees in the possible consequent of the activated rules in the rule base are updated using Eq. (7). Then aggregating all activated rules using the ER approach to generate a combined belief degree in possible consequents using Eq. (8) and Eq. (9) . Then expected result of PCOS diagnosis was calculated from its different consequents of factors. Finally, presenting the system inference results of PCOS diagnosis consequent which is not crisp/numerical value, then it is converted into crisp/numerical value for recommendation using Eq. (10). 
D. BRB ES Interface
System interface is an intermediate position that represents the interaction between user and system. Fig. 3 represents the BRB system interface. In this paper, the clinically simulated data set variables are used to determine PCOS the one patient"s clinical signs, symptoms, and PCOS include namely menstrual disorders, acne, hirsutism, hyperorrheamen, androgenic alopecia, Central obesity, Insulin resistance, A11(PCOS) A8 (infertality), (A9) masculinizing hormons, (A10) Metabolic syndrome. Where the PCOS is dependent variable, it is used to present outcome as PCOS present or not, if PCOS diagnosis score result is greater than 70%, it indicates the PCOS is High. If the score result is less than 70% it indicates the PCOS is Medium otherwise Low. The real data set of the 36 patients were collected and simulated having PCOS with different clinical level. The eight patient"s simulated data set with diagnosis outcome is presented as example in Fig. 4 . This figure represents overall PCOS diagnosis outcome from patient"s information. The result of this system is measured in percentage for recommendation. The output of this system was generated based on output utility Eq. (10) . In this paper, the utility score of 100% assigned to "High", 50% assigned to "Medium", and 0% assigned to "Low". For example, we can estimate overall system output PCOS as 99%, if the Fuzzy result of the system is {(High, 0.90), (Medium, 0.10), (Low, 0)}.
2) Results and Discussion
In the case study, the PCOS of 36 patients using this system, doctors" manual system and clinical history result is shown in Fig. 4 . The clinical historical results were considered as benchmark. From Fig. 4 it can be observed that ES generated result has less deviation than from benchmark result. Hence, it can be argued that ES output is more reliable than manual system. Therefore, it can be concluded that if the assessment of PCOS is carried out by using the ES, eventually this will play an important role in taking decision to avoid unnecessary costly lab investigation. 
3) Conclusion
The development and application of a belief rule based Expert system (BRBES) to detect Polycystic Ovary Syndrome (PCOS) by using signs and symptoms of patients have been presented. The prototype of ES is embedded with a novel methodology known as RIMER. Which allows the handling of various types of uncertainty and hence be considered as a robust tool can be utilized in detecting PCOS. Consequently, the prototype of ES can handle various types of uncertainties found in clinical domain knowledge as well as in signs and symptoms of a patient. Most importantly, the system will play an important role in reducing the cost of lab investigations. The system will facilitate patients in taking precautionary measures well in advance. It can also provide a percentage of risk recommendation, which is more reliable and informative than from the traditional expert"s opinion. The prototype of ES can only be used to detect PCOS by using signs and symptoms of a patient.
In further research will consider the PCOS accurate detection system using signs and symptoms. The validation of the system is necessary by using real patient historical data and the knowledge representation parameters should be trained by real clinical data using the BRB optimal learning training model. At last, the employing of RIMER to develop BRBES for PCOS suspicion is a valid new approach and real data can be used to training in future research.
